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The manual project of the Saqab Karm is an international research project led by the University of Adelaide, exeter University of Nebraska and the University of New South Wales-Canberra. Our mission is to develop a manual that examines the sun and boom current international law apply to military space operations. The name of the
south Australian, which is a long organization with both Australia and multi-national military space operations, is developed by the present international law ( Lex Lita) which describes a widely accepted and accepted purpose. This will be published by an important international publisher. Government lawyers (especially military lawyers),
policy makers, decision makers and military space operators are the main target audience of the manual. However, it is also expected that the spark of debate between international institutions and a wide range of public figures, as well as more educational discussions and research, is particularly critical of legal principles and policies that
are based on political facts and developed global security. The project will be completed in 2021 and will attract the knowledge of dozens of legal and space operations experts from around the world. As we can read on the University of Adelaide (Australia) website, the Cultural Modor Manual Project is an international research project led
by the University of Adelaide, Exeter University, University of Nebraska and The University of New South Wales-Canberra. The mission is to develop a manual that is capable of testing and boom-based international law for military space operations. After that, we can read the following: The success of the San Remo manual on
international law has applied to armed conflicts at sea. The cyber operations on international law (version 1.0 and 2.0) demonstrated how engagement with international experts and governments was new to government legal advisers. A authoritative, decision-makers and operators of international law in domains. The purpose of the
manual of the holy work is to copy and to be carried out – in terms of outer space – the achievements of these first-ever saheehs. The military forces have relied heavily on space assets and our plan will see three special steps: military activities in peace time, military activities in times of increasing tension, and fully armed conflicts,
professor Del Yousuf, who then In the future, the moon and other celestial bodies may be expected to prove the humannature of the planet, and the trend that may arise from legal problems. Fellow Professor Melissa de Zwart, dean of the Adelaide Law School, University of Adelaide, then explains that over the next few years, we will be
meeting in Australia, North America, Europe and beyond, and after that, we will engage in the state engagement process The problem in the external space is not, but when and when the legal regime that currently uses power and the actual armed conflict in the outer space is very clear, that is why the need for a re-creation is there.
Before we have allowed his education to be removed, look at the legalstatus of military activities in the outer space. In. The legal status of military activities in the outer space has emerged for reasons related to the military sector. Today we are heading towards a new source of international spaces (Antarctica, outer space or high seas). To
be interested in the outer space is to understand that this environment is free but something (something will be said limited). Space law is based on freedom and this freedom cannot be best for the largest number unless it has some limits. The first range, and one of the most important, was for the Cold War and the United Nations two
superpowers, to establish the peaceful use of external space, demylatorission or the nuclear arsation of outer space. Without discrimination, all states have the right to use nuclear energy for civil purposes, unless they waste these peaceful use of nuclear weapons. However, five countries have the right to acquire these weapons i.e.
America, France, Russia, China and Britain and Northern Ireland. There is a debate both legal and ethical around this post. For its opponents, nuclear energy represents a long-term threat that cannot be controlled by science. Major nuclear accidents, radioactive waste and nuclear energy are extremely serious threats to military purposes.
On the other hand, this energy protectors offer it as safe, even as a stock holder in sustainable development. According to him, nuclear power is a reliable way to fight global warming and also a solution to the energy shortage that the world faces. By analyzing and using the evidence and the evidence of all the arguments against the right
of this industry, we feel that the debate and justification of nuclear energy is based on a sick basis. What about the use of weapons in outer space? Outer Space Noclyarazation? what if Soviet Union October 4, 1957 Orbit Sputnik 1, first space object, This also means that the intercontinental ballistic missile (an intercontinental ballistic
missile or a nuclear weapon that will be able to be used for, 5500 km is originally designed for the delivery of nuclear weapons, one or more preferred nuclear ballistic sist). The question of external space is a very delicate issue, the subject is highly strategic, and it is not easily agreed upon by the state, often leaving room for further
misunderstandings. Since a resolution of the United Nations General Assembly 13, 1958, it wanted to see the external space used specifically for peaceful purposes. The General Assembly said it was looking forward to avoiding the expansion of existing national space in the outer space field, that the exploration and exploitation of the
outer space would be for the benefit of humans. The treaty banning partial testing, signed on August 5, 1963, prohibits the testing of nuclear weapons in the environment, outside of its range, including in the outer space, or underwater, including regional waters or high seas. This text is the merit of expanding as much as the territories
under the jurisdiction of the states as the places removed from the autonomy of the states. It is also important to mention this Resolution 1884 (XVIII) that, in order to refuse to carry nuclear weapons or weapons of mass destruction to any objects in orbit around the earth, and from the installation of such weapons on such weapons,
october 17, 1963 Article IV of the 1967 Treaty chose a legal government for all external space and special limits on the moon and other celestial bodies. It states that in the state agreement, state parties have not placed any other type of weapons of mass destruction in orbit around the earth, such weapons are being installed in an external
space in another way, or in other ways. The moon and other celestial bodies will be used by all the state parties for peaceful purposes on the agreement. The establishment of military bases, installations and fortafaktans, any kind of weapons test and military practices on the bodies of Manovaras will be prohibited. The use of military
personnel for scientific research or any other peaceful purposes will not be prohibited. The moon and other astronomical bodies will not be used for peace searching, equipment or facilities. It refers to the total demilatoration of the outer space and prohibits weapons of mass destruction, it says, nuclear, bactrologal, chemical or equivalent
effect. We may also think of environmental modification techniques for military or opposing purposes, such as the May 18, 1977 Convention on The Insaaga, which prohibits the use of such weapons. The Environmental Amendment Convention (ENMOD), a convention on the use of military restriction or any anti-environmental modification
techniques, is an international agreement in which the use of environmental modification techniques is widely used, or other, in the long run. It opened for the 1977 signing in Geneva on May 18, 1977 and entered power on October 5, 1978. The convention banned climate war, which used climate modification techniques, such as cloud
plants, for propaganda damage or destruction purposes. The 2010 Convention on Biological Diversity will also ban certain types of climate change or geoengineering. This ban on certain weapons is especially on the ground, clearly one of the most important for security on the ground. Remember the Outer Space Agreement (1967) was
adopted at a time when the arms-limit agreements were at the heart of diplomatic concerns, especially the two superpowers (The Treaty of Teltloka). Signed on February 14, 1967, a traditional name is given to the agreement that is given to prohibit ingout of nuclear weapons in Latin America and the Caribbean. The Non-Proliferation
Agreement, or NPT, is an international agreement signed on July 1, 1968, aimed at promoting cooperation in peaceful use of nuclear energy and further advancing nuclear weapons and general and full-fledged weapons. Strategic arms-to-arms dialogue was one of the two bilateral conferences that the United States and the Soviet Union
joined and similar international agreements in which the Cold War super power on the issue of arms control. In November 1969 there were two rounds of negotiations and agreements and 2 were started in Helsinki, Finland). The total demilatoration of the moon and the celestial bodies is also given in this agreement which is against the
activities of the states on the moon and other celestial bodies (entered into force on July 11, 1984). Article 3 of the 1979 Moon Agreement states that the parties of states will not go into orbit with nuclear weapons or mass destruction or space or such weapons using such weapons on the moon or around it or other speed. Military bases,
installations and fortafaktans, check The operation of the military manovaras on the weapon and the moon will be forbidden. The use of military personnel for scientific research or any other peaceful purposes will not be prohibited. And the use of any equipment or facility required for the use of the moon will also not be prohibited. There
are questions about its interpretation: either non-military (broad interpretation) or non-aggressive (narrow interpretation). The United States prefers narrow interpretation, explaining that it is necessary to uphold the right to self-defense, as described in Both the Structure and in Article 51 of the United Nations Charter. Chapter VII, Article 51
is a united charter of the United Nations Charter on the threat of peace, violations of peace and aggression by states that do nothing in the current charter, individual Or collectively, personal defense will be a drag if an armed attack is against a MEMBER of the United Nations, as long as the Security Council has taken necessary steps to
maintain international peace and security. The steps taken by members in this exercise of self defence will be immediately reported to the Security Council and it is necessary to maintain such action at any time to influence the security council's authority and responsibility under the current charter. The National Air And Space
Administration (NASA) Act of 1958 also refers to the peaceful purposes of research and outer space, which Congress has declared that it is the policy of the United States to dedicate to peaceful purposes for the benefit of all humanity. The United States has always been a spy satellite (a spy satellite or intelligence satellite, usually,
although infalfaal, is called as a spy planet, a ground observation satellite or has been deployed for communications) For its part, the Soviet Union immediately defended the idea that some activities were prohibited, even for a state that was operating under the terms of self-defense, under the protocol of prohibition of use in the war of the
supiyatang, poison or other gases. Generally called the Geneva Protocol, an agreement prohibits the use of chemical and biological weapons in international armed conflicts. Signed in Geneva on 17june 1925 and entered power on 8 February 1928. It was listed in the League of Nations on 7 September. Convention on the production of
bactrologal and tousin weapons, the Convention on the Prohibition of Brex and Use (Bactrologal and Toussin Weapons Development, Convention on production and restriction of the BREX and their destruction, generally referred to as the Convention on Biological Weapons, 1972 This Convention to establish a new device The result of
the long efforts by which the 1925 Geneva Protocol would be supplemented. The Geneva Protocol prohibits the use of but does not own or develop chemical and biological weapons) or the May 18 Environmental Amendment Convention, 1977 on environmental changes for opposing purposes. The Soviet Union has also come to
recognize the establishment of a spy satellite. To summarize, in this case of mass destruction in all areas of the outer space, some weapons are involved, whether storage, experiments or even more. On the other hand, in some areas, the moon and the sky bodies usually exclude all military activities: all weapons are prohibited in specific
areas and some weapons are prohibited in all zones. It is possible to develop or instill some military activities in the outer space, which may be able to answer the question of the debate of these activities without any doubt. II. The goal of the military space operation is to test the international law on the development of a manual and to
clearly apply to military space operations. According to the plan, the equipment or the onosian space agreements clearly do not address the origin and process of enmity in the outer space, and there is a small state exercise on this subject. The Adelaide University Information Booklet determines that since the 1980s, the United Nations
General Assembly has annually called for a resolution to avoid actions that would take place in the arms race in the outer space. Various activities, such as the proposed agreement to prevent the placement of weapons in outer space (PPWT), the establishment of the proposed international code for external space activities (AAQ), and the
development of sustainable and reliable building measures (tabum) According to the united Charter and the law of armed conflict, states have been long-term approved for operations that involve external space, the source added. Yet, the law should be interpreted in a way that is not widely used in the context of external space. As a
result, Normatovi presents a risk to state or non-state actors because of lack of explanation, including an outside space that may be misunderstood by others, or even illegally. It also allows states that want to organize hostile space operations in a zone of uncertainty, which describes the complotus response of other states. Therefore, it is
important that space actors not only recognize that there is a rule-based order that applies to the outside, even in periods of tension and enmity, but also understanding when and how they apply these laws. Together with technical experts, we have special legal experts in the field of international law on the use of force and the law of
armed conflict. Experts share a personal capacity based on their own results as the state of the law, independent of the official position or preference of any state or organization. The purpose of the international law of military space operations is to clarify and clarify that applicable laws for military activities associated with the space
domain, especially those that are relevant during the period of tension (when state and non-state actors are considered using force) The manual will review the situation in which operations associated with space infrastructure will be deemed illegal as a violation of the law on the use of force. It will also consider the responses available to
states in response to such operations. The manual will also discuss how the law of armed conflict is held or through external space, to break up armed conflicts. Ultimately, in the period of manual tension and armed conflict, a stable, rules-based world order means to support. This is what we can say about it. Manual.
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